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Although all of these techniques will work at some 
level, it may be difficult to achieve I he required accuracy 
and etnit tance preservation. In this paper, we present an al
ternate method, first suggested in Ref. 5, which is similar to 
the beam-based alignment techniques for the q u a d r u p l e s . 
Although this technique will also be difficult to implement. 
it is an al ternate approach tha t is worthy of consideration. 

T h e o r y 
When a beam travels off-axis through an accelerating 

structure, the transverse wakefield deflects the tail of the 
beam. This has two effects: it increases the projected ernit-
tance of the beam and it deflects the beam centroid. The 
centToid deflections can be used to determine the offsets of 
the structures relative to the beam. 

We can es t imate the magni tude of the centroid deflec
tions due to rigid structure misalignments. Because the 
BNS damping will reduce the growth of the induced oscil
lation, we only need to consider the first order contribution. 
Thus , the deflection of the bunch centroid is approximately: 

A b s t r a c t 
This paper describes a method of reducing the trans

verse emit tance dilution in linear colliders due to transverse 
wakefields arising from misaligned accelerator structures. 
The technique is a generalization of the Wake-Free [5] cor
rection algori thm. T h e s t ructure alignment errors are mea
sured locally by varying the bunch charge and /o r bunch 
length and measuring the change in the beam trajectory. 
The misalignments can then be corrected by varying the 
beam trajectory or moving structures. The results or sim
ulations are presented demonstra t ing the viability of the 
technique. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 
A number of c + / e " linear colliders arc being designed 

with center-of-mass energies from 0.5 to 1.5 TeV. One of 
the major problems facing these designs is the preservation 
of the transverse emit tance through the multi-kilometer lin
ear accelerators. [1] In the Hnacs, the magnets , accelerat
ing s t ructures , and beam position monitors (BPMs) are all 
misaligned with respect to the ideal centerline and thus the 
beam is offset in the magnets and the s tructures. This 
can lead to botii dispersive errors and transverse wake-
fields which dilute the projected transverse emit lance and 
thereby reduce the collider's luminosity. ]n this paper, 
we will discuss a new approach to aligning the accelerator 
structures. 

In most designs, the magnets and structures must be 
aligned with an accuracy the order of microns. [2] This 
ivould be extremely difficult to achieve and maintain with 
a mechanical alignment system [3] and thus a number of 
beam-based alignment procedures have been proposed to 
align the BPMs and the quadrupole magnets . [4-8] These 
beam-based procedures utilize information from the re
sponse of the beam to changes in the strength of the quad
rupole magnets; the resulting alignment accuracy depends 
upon the BPM resolution (reading-to-reading measurement 
j i t t e r ) and is insensitive to the initial al ignment. [9) 

Unfortunately, these techniques cannot be used to 
align the accelerating structures. At this t ime, there are 
four approaches to the s t ructure alignment: (1) extremely 
accurate mechanical a l ignment , (2) direct measurement of 
the dipole mode (transverse wakefield) excited by the beam 
in the s t ructure, (3) alignment by mechanically attaching 
a very accurate BPM to the s t ructure, and (4) trajectory 
bumps, tuned by emi t tance measurements , which correct 
the effect of the emit tance dilutions. 

0a a L a ^ j dzp(z) Jdz'p{z- )Wj.{;-z') (1) 

where xa is the s t ructure offset and La is the length of 
ic accelerating structure. For a gaussiau beam and linear 

ivakefields: IV(-) = z\V, this is deflection equal to 
. ctNrtW 

v ^ 7 
(2) 

As mentioned, the deflections are typically small. For 
example, in the SLAC 500 GeV c.o.m. NLC design, a 25//m 
misalignment of a single 1.8m structure at the beginning 
of the linac, where the beam energy is 10 GeV, will lead 
to a 0.15//m oscillation. Of course, a single misaligned 
s t ructure does not generate significant emit lance dilution. 
Again, we can use (he first order approximation to estimate 
the emit tance dilution t h a t would arise from the structure 
misalignments. For a gaussian bunch and linear wakefields, 
the emit tance dilution, before filamentation, is roughly 

A r « 0 . 9 1 ^ 2 (3) 
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where 6a is given by Eq. (2) and we assumed that At *£ (. 

This equation is useful in that it relates the omittance 
dilution to the deflection of the beam centroid. For exam
ple, if we want to keep the emit lance dilulinn lo less Ihau 
6%, Eq. (3) suggests that we need to limit llie centroid de
flections due to the wakefields to the level of <r/3; in the 
SLAC NLC design, this is roughly 0.5//in. 

Because the wakefield deflections are so small , their ef
fect on the trajectory will be masked by the misalignments 
of the BPMs and deflections due to the misaligned quad
r u p l e s and dipole correctors. Thus , to measure the wake
field deflections, we measure the change in trajectory while 
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changing the bunch length and /o r the bunch population. 
This measurement is then limited by the DPM resolution, 
the reading-to-reading measurement j i t ter , which is usually 
much smaller than the absolute alignment error. Further
more, because numerous BPMs arc located through the 
linac, this measurement provides local information about 
the s t ructure misal ignments. Of course, this difference tra
jectory will still be very small. We magnify the effects by 
comparing the trajectories of a short low current bunch 
with t h a t of a bunch having a charge and /o r length much 
larger than nominal . 

Ideally, we would like to make these changes w onl 
varying any other parameters of the bunch or the tua> n-
Unfortunately, t he beam energy and energy spread and • he 
auiophasiug condition all change when the either the bunch 
charge or the bunch length are varied. This has two pr 
cipal effects: first, when the beam energy varies, dispersi • 
errors will cause cenlroid fluctuations that, would mask the 
effect of the wakefields. Second, if the autophasing condi
tion and BNS damping are lost, the beam would become 
more sensitive to j i t ter , making it difficult to measure the 
change in trajectory due t o the wakefields. 

Finally, we correct for the s t ructure alignment errors 
by either steering the trajectory or moving the structures. 
If we correct for the s t ructure misalignments by steering 
the trajectory, we must be careful not to generate disper
sive errors. This could be avoided by using non-dispersive 
bumps [10] or by combining the steering with dispersive er
ror correction. Directly moving the s t ructure avoids these 
problems; this was noted in Itef. 11 where the author pro
posed a global emi t tance correction scheme. 

S i m u l a t i o n s 
Tracking simulat ions [12] were performed to test the 

correction technique on the SLAC 500 GeV c.o.m. N1,C 
linac [13]. In the simulations, the bunch was divided into 
ten slices longitudinally and each slice was further sub
divided into five macro-particles with different initial ener
gies. The R F phase was chosen to optimize the autophasing 
condition and the tracking included both the longitudinal 
and transverse wakefields for the NLC structure. [14] 

Although the bunch charge and bunch length are var
ied in the simulations, the ampl i tude and phase of the accel
erating voltage and the magnetic fields of the qiiadrupoles 
and dipole correctors were kept constant . Thus , beam en
ergy and energy spread would vary because of the sinusoidal 
R F and longitudinal wakefields and the transverse focusing 
would vary because of the variation in beam energy. Al
though this is not opt imal for the correction procedure, it 
should make the operat ional implementat ion simpler. 

At first, to separate the wakefield effects from the 
dispersive effects, only accelerating structures were mis
aligned; the quadrupoles and BPMs were aligned perfectly. 
For these simulations, the accelerating structures were mis
aligned with errors having a gaussian distribution with 
a = 50 /<m and truncated at ±3<r. and the BPMs were 
assumed to have a resolution (reading-to-reading j i t te r ) or 
a r c t — l p m . 
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Fig. 1 Eruitt.ancc dilution versus wakcficlil strength for .1 cases; 
(solid) no correction, [daslirs) correction varying charge and 
hunch length, and (dots) correction varying only charge; in the 
SLAC NLC design, W - 7 x I 0 1 B V / C / m 3 . 

We considered two methods of correction: 
(a) Adjust the beam trajectory using dipole correctors, 
(A) Move some of the accelerating structures. 

In method (a), four trajectories with different bunch charge, 
bunch length, and quadrupole strengths were measured by 
'*PMs located at the quadrupoles. In this case, the relative 

uittance growth was estimated as 14% from 100 different 
eeds. For comparison, before correcting the structures, 

the relative emit tance growth was 170%, as found from 100 
different distributions of errors. 

In method (A), we moved accelerating structures in
stead of steering the trajectory. We moved one structure 
every three F O D O cells, or every six quads; thus, there were 
103 moving structures out of a total of 3G22 structures. 
Three different trajectories with different bunch charges 
and lengths were measured by HP Ms located a t the <piad-
rupoles and the moving structures; other parameters were 
as same as for case (a). Here, we found an average relative 
cmit tauce growth of 8% from 100 different distributions of 
random errors; again, the omit tance dilution before correc
tion was 170%. 

Next, we studied the effectiveness of the technique ver
sus the strength of the wakefield. The effective strength of 
the transverse wakefield can be characterized by the cen-
troid deflection Eq. (2). Thus, the effective strength of the 
wakefield depends upon the magni tude of the wakefield, the 
bunch length and charge. I he beam energy, and the trans
verse focusing. When the effective strength of the wake-
fieid is larger, the deflections are more easily measured and 
we can make smaller changes of the charge and /o r hunch 
length. Figure 1 is a plot of the emit lance dilution versus 
the slope of transverse wake field IF j in the SLAC NLC 
linac for three cases: (1) corrections changing both charge 
and length, (2) corrections changing only charge and (3) 
no correction; the apparent kink at W = 20 x 1 0 1 9 oc
curs because we reoptimized the RF phase for autophas-
ing, changing it from -G° to - ' 1 ° . In all cases, the results 
were averaged from 100 different sets of random structure 
misalignments with a — 50/mi and the BPM <rret = I /im. 



Table 1. 500 GeV SLAC NI.C Simulalion Resulu. 

Method Quad. BPM Ace. A t [%] 

No Correction 0 0 50 /mi 170 

(»> 0 0 50 /mi 14 

(b) 0 0 50/ im 8 

l- lo-l 50JMII 50 /mi 50/mi 1660 

(') 5U|im 50 /mi 50/mi 1-1 

(d) 50 /iin 50 /mi 50 / im '20 

io- I J ^ - ~ ' -

5 
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Fig. 2 Etiiiila.net- dilution versus BI'M re>olution and mis-
align men I magnitude for -1 cases: (solid) !-ID-1 correction only, 
(dashes) method (d) with oTt, = 2.0/(in. (dots) method (d) with 
oY„ = 1.0//m, and (dash-dot) method (d) with o > M =0.5/ / in 

Finally, we included alignment errors of the BPMs and 
quadrupoles. as well as alignment errors of the structures, 
in the simulations. Again, two met hods were studied: 

(c) Adjust the dipole correctors as in method (a) to min
imise both wakefield and dispersive effects simulta
neously. 

(d) First adjust the dipole correctors to minimize dis
persive effect using low current beams (DF correc
tion [C]). Then, move the accelerating structures to 
minimize the wakefield effects as in method (b). 

In the simulation for method (r) , five trajectories were mea
sured and the dipole correctors were used in the same man
ner as method (a). The accelerating structures, quadrupole 
magnets, and BPMs were all independently misaligned with 
a = 50 //m (truncated ±'.i<j) and the resolulion of the BPMs 
was ffreg = 1 //ni- The relative emit tance growth was es
t imated as M% from the average of 100 different, sets of 
random errors; for comparison, the omittance growth was 
1660% after using l- lo-l trajectory correction. 

In method (</), we first corrected I lie dispersive errors 
and then corrected the wakefield effects. In the first step, 
hunch charge was set to he 0.1 of nominal charge (fi.5x 10 8) 
and then DF trajectory correction [G] was used to minimize 
the dispersive errors. In the second step, we corrected for 
wake field effect using the the same procedure as method 
(b). Three trajectories were measured and l he accelerating 
structures were moved 1o minimize the difference of the 

trajectories. In this case, the relative emit tance growth 
was estimated to be 20% from the average of 100 different 
sets of random errors. 

Finally, Fig. 2 illustrates the effectiveness of the correc
tion technique versus the BPM resolution and the magni
tude of the misalignments; the simulations with > 100/zni 
misalignments were performed using IJ times as many mov
ing structures as nominal, i.e. 309 out or 3622. 

D i s c u s s i o n 
In this paper, we have described a new technique for 

correcting the effects of misaligned acceleralor structures. 
This is a boam-has'-d technique where the effectiveness 
primarily depends upon the BPM resolution (reading-to-
reading j i t ter) and not the initial alignment. We have per
formed initial simulations to verify the technique for the 500 
GeV c.o.m. SLAC NLC linear collider design with results 
summarized in Table 1. We have also simulated the corrcc-
t ion with stronger wakefields and found that, the correction 
was more effective at reducing the emittanc-.' dilution. 
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